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ABSTRACT
The limitations of current terminology tools for specialized translators may, to a large extent, be explained by the complexity of the search process involved in producing good quality translations in specialist domains. This paper introduces a new approach to the development of this kind of resources aimed at satisfying the specific needs of specialized translators. This change of paradigm is reflected in the development of a prototype tool designed for use in legal translation. The tool – for use in English-Spanish translations of technological law in the localization of End User License Agreements – incorporates a revised corpus, comparative law information, and a terminological database. The features and advantages of the terminological database proposed are described in detail. Focusing on the specific needs of translators of this type of texts, comments are included on the acceptability of different terminological options on the basis of comparative legal analysis in different translation scenarios. The incorporation of these comments is a distinctive feature of this new approach to the development of resources and provides a value-added service to translators. The prototype tool designed is intended to serve as a model for the future development of similar applications in any type of specialized translation, in any given field and language combination.

RESUMEN
Es posible que las limitaciones de los recursos terminológicos disponibles para los traductores especializados en la actualidad se deban en gran medida a la complejidad del proceso de documentación que implica llevar a cabo una traducción de buena calidad.
en un ámbito de especialidad. Este artículo presenta un nuevo enfoque para el desarro-
llo de este tipo de recursos, dirigido a satisfacer las demandas de los traductores espe-
cializados. El cambio de paradigma se refleja en el diseño de un prototipo de herramienta
orientada a la traducción jurídica, en concreto al ámbito del derecho tecnológico y al
subcam po de la “localización” o traducción de licencias de uso del inglés al español. El
prototipo incluye un corpus revisado, información de derecho comparado, una base de
data terminológicas cuyas características y ventajas se describen en detalle, así como
comentarios para cada entrada sobre la aceptabilidad de diferentes opciones de traduc-
ción de los términos, en base a un análisis jurídico comparativo que tiene en cuenta los
diferentes contextos de traducción posibles, dado que la herramienta está pensada para
satisfacer las necesidades de los traductores de este tipo de textos. Estos comentarios
constituyen uno de los rasgos destacables del nuevo enfoque para la creación de recur-
sos, ya que ofrecen un importante valor añadido al traductor. El prototipo que se presenta
pretende servir como modelo y base para el futuro desarrollo de bases de datos o apli-
caciones similares en cualquier ámbito de la traducción especializada y para cualquier
combina ción lingüística.
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1. The need for a comprehensive tool for specialized translators

Many authors have written about the search for equivalents in translation, the steps
involved, and the complexity of the process in specialized translation.¹ The different
types of information required for the purposes of translation – monolingual defini-
tions, lexical equivalents, collocations, conventions and metadata in texts of a given
field, thematic or domain-specific information, parallel texts, etc. – and the many
sources that translators must consult to obtain this information makes the ideal
search process a time-consuming task. Calvo and Calvi (2014) have analyzed many
of the studies conducted on the types of tools currently used by specialized transla-
tors and have produced a list of six types of dictionaries and six other tools – includ-
ing terminological databases, corpora and search engines – that are usually consulted
by specialized translators. They conclude that “given the myriad of resources, it could
be asked if one can talk about a translation dictionary and if any of those works can
be considered as such” (Calvo and Calvi 2014: 48). Here, the authors are referring to
the ‘ideal’ dictionary or tool that a translator would like to have, i.e., a resource ‘built’
for the translator covering all the needs.

Besides dictionaries and term banks, current technological advances and the
Internet now provide us with ready access to much more information than has hith-
erto been available.² However, most of this information is neither well organized
(Abadal 2004) nor revised or evaluated either by language experts or experts in the
field to which the information pertains. Thus, both conceptual and linguistic errors
in translation may go undetected by the translator. Bestué (2016) draws attention to
the free-access Internet resources most frequently consulted by both expert and
novice translators, such as multilingual digital corpus (Webitext,\textsuperscript{3} Glosbe\textsuperscript{4}), bilingual text alignment tools (Linguee,\textsuperscript{5} 2lingual\textsuperscript{6}), bilingual dictionaries that also offer aligned corpora (as Reverso dictionary\textsuperscript{7}) and states that “consulting these sources may compel translators to simply select terms and phrases that, having been translated previously, may be considered as validated.” However, as she points out,

Search engines provide ready-made, statistically-validated solutions for translation problems. These, however, do not necessarily guarantee the quality of the translation product. Indeed, it has become increasingly difficult for both expert and novice translators to justify not following the ‘google rule,’ i.e. adopting the most commonly-used translation, when making their translation decisions (…). It is true that translators remain in charge of their own translation decisions, but it is not less true that the viral spread and lightning-fast uptake of equivalents can lead them to discard other translation procedures or equivalents that they fear will have less communicative impact on target readers, who are bound to be users of search engines. (Bestué 2016)

The complexity of the search process holds true not only in traditionally complex domains such as legal translation, but also in all specialized fields.\textsuperscript{8}

Although many new dictionaries and term banks have appeared recently and those already in existence have in some cases been subject to important changes, they still tend to disappoint specialized translators who hope to find all the information they require in lexicographical or terminographical resources. Many authors have drawn attention to the shortcomings of existing term banks\textsuperscript{9} and bilingual specialized dictionaries, both on paper\textsuperscript{10} and online.\textsuperscript{11} In fact, Tarp (2014), after studying online dictionaries, concludes that many of them are identical copies of the paper dictionaries and many of the new ones that have been created originally in digital form, have been created taking as a reference their paper counterpart. Therefore “little has been done to adapt them to the need of their users”\textsuperscript{12} (Tarp 2014: 80).

These shortcomings could well be the result of lack of communication or understanding between lexicographers and translators, as Hartmann pointed out some 25 years ago:

Translators ignore lexicographers, monolingual lexicographers ignore the work of their bilingual colleagues, the people working in so-called general areas ignore those in so-called technical specialisms. We can only function efficiently in society if we keep our own houses in order.\textsuperscript{13}

(Hartmann 1989: 18)

There are, however, other reasons to explain the limitations of bilingual specialized dictionaries and term banks. These include the complexity of the elements involved in the communication between cultures and languages in general, and in specialized fields such as legal translation,\textsuperscript{14} in particular, as well as many other elements central to lexicography\textsuperscript{15} and/or terminography,\textsuperscript{16} such as the concept of equivalence. Gómez (2006: 216) speaks of dynamic meaning and anisomorphism and states that “due to the asymmetries experienced in any interlinguistic transfer, specialized bilingual dictionaries should approach meaning in an approximate way; otherwise, they could hardly reflect the equivalences between systems.”

However, the fact remains that studies carried out over the last years\textsuperscript{17} show that bilingual specialized dictionaries have evolved less than the translators would like, and in most cases they “are useful in so far as they add explanations to their word
lists but they still disappoint in that they do not fully meet all the requirements of legal translators” (Van Laer 2014: 75). Although Van Laer is here referring to legal dictionaries, this affirmation could be extended to almost all specialized fields. The fact that efficient equivalent search continues to be an unresolved issue can be seen in the interest shown by translation researchers in the recent literature.\textsuperscript{17}

There are, of course, some exceptions to this generalization, such as the English-Spanish dictionary of medical terms Cosnautas\textsuperscript{18} which has clearly been built for translators by translators and experts in the medical domain, or recent initiatives of translation researchers, such as Trandix (Durán and Fernández 2014). They are however few and far between and do not include all the types of resources translators need to consult in the specialized terminology search process.

We believe that current technological advances have provided us with the opportunity of overcoming the traditional limitations of existing equivalent search tools, as pointed out by Bothma (2011). In an attempt to solve the problem of the need for search tools fit for the translator’s task, we have used the potential of the information technologies to develop the prototype of a tailor-made tool for specialized translators that includes contextual and domain-specific information, corpora, terminological information and other innovative features.\textsuperscript{19} It was decided to create an application that proved to be useful in the most difficult situation – for instance legal translation between systems that belong to different legal families – to ensure that the model could then be more easily adapted for other specialized fields.

2. Legal and communicative context for the prototype tool

The research project LAW10n (Localisation of Technology Law: Software Licensing Agreements) provided the perfect opportunity for creating the proposed prototype tool, since it focused on legal translation and, more specifically, the problem of translating into Spanish End-User License Agreements (EULA) that had been originally written in English, mostly from the United States. EULAs are a particularly suitable genre with which to work when creating a complex terminology search tool because two different approaches to translation may be taken depending on the translation brief and the legal use that will be made of the target text.

Given the fact that EULAs translated into Spanish by licensors are made available directly to users of licensed software in Spain, these documents have now attained legal status within Spanish law. Translated end-user license agreements are thus documents that have legal implications in Spain. Therefore, the translation of EULAs falls mostly into the category of instrumental translations as defined by Nord (1997: 45-52 and 127) where the reader expects “that the target text fits nicely into the target-culture text class or genre it is supposed to belong to” (Nord, 2006: 39). When the end user is a consumer, protected by European and Spanish laws, the target text becomes the only contract between the parties and therefore the only source of interpretation of its legal terms. In practice, this means that the target text should avoid the use of terms that are non-existent or unknown under Spanish law in order to ensure the intended legal interpretation. There are, however, cases in which the translated EULA (i.e., the target text in Spanish) is not a legal instrument because the license is not directed to a consumer but rather to a company or a professional. In these cases, the legal system of the source text (for example USA laws) is the one that rules, and the
document in the target language (i.e., Spanish) is only informative, so that the users/readers have the information in their own language. Therefore, in this case the translations fall into the category of documentary translations as defined by Nord (1997: 45-52 and 127) where the reader of the target text knows that the text is a translation and is not supposed to be bothered by the “strangeness” of the target text, as pointed out by Nord (2006: 39) since the “purpose would be precisely not to resemble any text existing in the target culture repertoire.” This means that terms that are non-existent under Spanish law may be used in the form of calques or loan words and their meaning will always be determined by reference to the source legal system.

The research project LAW10n described in detail the process of translation of EULAs from English into Spanish after a thorough investigation including direct observation, interviews and questionnaires to translators and companies involved in London and Barcelona (see Orozco-Jutorán 2014a). The analysis of this process yielded different conclusions. One of them was the detailed description of the specific steps involved in the process that resulted in translations which did not take into account the purpose of the target text and often produced agreements that would be rendered void by a Spanish judge because they did not comply with the requirements of Spanish law.

In the light of these findings, the “ideal” process of translation of EULAs was determined (Figure 1). If applied by translators and companies, this process would ensure that clients’ different translation briefs (instrumental or documentary) would be taken into account and the resulting translation would efficiently fulfill its communicative purpose thereby providing the best possible quality translation.

The LAW10n research team’s proposal (Figure 1) clearly differentiates between two possible translation briefs – and consequently two possible functions of the target text – right at the very beginning of the translation process. This clarification of the purpose of the target text ensures translators take one of two different first steps depending on the approach to be taken (instrumental or documentary). When the target text is to be used as a legal instrument, the analysis of the source text focuses on detecting the terms, phrases and/or clauses that would be inappropriate in translation in the target legal system, and this is reported to the client. The client then has the responsibility of consulting with a legal expert who can give advice and help the client to decide which legal terms and conditions are to be included in the target text, thereby ensuring that the text conforms to the requirements of the target legal system. The translator is then given the revised source text and begins the translation process, always mindful of the fact that the resulting text is to be used as a legal instrument.

When a documentary approach is taken, source text analysis focuses on the cultural differences that the text may include, so that any necessary decisions can be made at the beginning of the translation process, including possible consultation with client.

After that, the two approaches merge taking two more steps: one focusing on documentation, where the translator finds all the necessary information to complete the translation task in hand; and a second focusing on the actual translation and revision of the target text.

The difference between the translation process proposed for an instrumental or a documentary target text is efficiently established in the first two steps of the translation process, as shown in Figure 1.
Having determined the ideal process of translation, the LAW10n team then put a great deal of effort when creating the prototype tool into explaining the differences between an instrumental and a documentary approach to translating EULAs and providing translators with different translation solutions depending on the function of the text. Thus, the differences between instrumental and documentary translations are explained in the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ); an interactive questionnaire helps translators determine whether the target text is intended for instrumental or documentary purposes; and the terminological entries give translators different translation solutions from which to choose depending on the translation approach (instrumental or documentary) adopted. At the syntactic level, the revised corpus includes notes that indicate whether the solution proposed is intended for documentary or instrumental use — or if it is valid for both approaches.
This difference between an instrumental or documentary approach is very specific to some legal translations and genres, and therefore does not need to be taken into account in many other translation domains, such as in most of the scientific or economic translations. In these cases, taking into account the possible cultural differences between the languages and cultures involved is enough. Therefore, for these domains, the tool would only offer one translation-oriented record which may include different types of equivalents and explain cultural differences that affect the term if there are any.

Besides these features, the prototype tool created includes translation-oriented terminological records, a revised corpus to consult collocations and verify lexical equivalents, and contextual information providing all the necessary legal information about EULAs in the legal systems involved, for example American, European and Spanish. The search process is thus speedy and efficient, and enables translators to make well-informed decisions based on reliable sources.

3. Contents of the prototype tool

The application, available online at http://lawcalisation.com/, contains four tools in a single website. On accessing the website, a general explanation of the application appears and eight tabs are presented. All information is provided in Spanish, since the prototype has been designed for use by translators who wish to translate EULAs from English into Spanish, for use in Spain. As explained in the main screen, only the use of the variety of Spanish spoken in Spain is contemplated at present, so that if the tool is to be used for translations into Argentinian or Mexican Spanish, for instance, the legal terminology and context of those countries and cultures would need to be added. One of the advantages of the prototype tool developed is precisely the fact that it has been designed for application in as many legal fields and language combinations as desired.

3.1. Informative tabs

Of the eight tabs currently present on the main screen of the website, the two on the right contain information about the team that developed the tool – the tab “EQUIPO LAW10n” (LAW10n team) – and about the different actions made by the team in order to make the project visible, that is, articles published in journals, conferences given and organized – the tab “DIFUSIÓN” (Dissemination).

3.2. Interactive tabs

The six remaining tabs on the left contain all the features of the application. The first tab, starting on the left-hand side of the website, is ADVERTENCIA (Warning). It provides information about two possible approaches to the translation of EULAs, i.e., instrumental or documentary (Section 2). It also contains a questionnaire that may be used by translators to determine whether the EULA to be translated is to be used for instrumental or documentary purposes. The questionnaire is interactive so that, depending on translators’ answers to each of the questions posed, they are directed either to the final result or to further questions until the final result is reached. The
three possible final results are: (a) the text you are going to translate will be used as a legal instrument and it must therefore comply with Spanish legal requirements; we recommend you use the options marked as *instrumental* both at the corpus and translation records; (b) the text you are going to translate will be used as an informative tool and must therefore reproduce the original or source text legal requirements; we recommend that you use the options marked as *documentary* both in the corpus and translation records; (c) the end use of the target text is not absolutely clear; a lawyer should therefore advise the licensor, i.e., the client, so that a decision may be made as to whether the translated text will serve as a legal instrument or only an informative text.

The second tab P+F (FAQs) includes over 50 questions and answers on five different topics: (a) the translation of EULAs; (b) the use and features of the LAW10n website; (c) software licenses in the Spanish legal system; (d) copyrights that apply in EULAs and (e) standard contents of the EULAs produced in the USA.

The third tab, which gives access to translation-oriented terminological records, will be explained in detail in Section 3.3.

The fourth tab is DETECTOR (Detector) and contains a tool aimed at speeding up the terminology search. It enables translators to enter the text to be translated in a window – by writing or copy-pasting from any of the usual text formats, such as .txt .doc or .pdf. Then, by clicking on the button analizar (analyze), the tool finds: (i) all the terms included in the records of the tool and (ii) all the sentences or word chains included in the corpus of the tool. These features appear highlighted for translators – the terms in orange and the sentences or chains of words in yellow – so that just by clicking on them they can access records of all the terms in the text and the corpus of all the related sentences or words chains.

The fifth tab, NORMATIVA (Regulations) contains direct links to all the relevant Spanish and European laws and regulations regarding the legal context of EULAs, classified into six categories: Intellectual Property; Consumer Rights; Electronic Commerce and Electronic Contracts; Information Society Development; Personal Data Protection; Private International Law.

Finally, the sixth interactive tab is CORPUS, and contains a tool into which translators can enter any given word, chain of words or sentence, either in English or Spanish, and obtain all the paragraphs where the words/sentence entered appear in the corpus analyzed by members of the LAW10n Project. The results always appear in three columns, as in Figure 2: the source text in English on the left-hand side of the screen; the reviewed translation of the paragraph in Spanish in the centre of the screen, and the purpose of the translation – instrumental, documentary or indistinct – on the right hand-side of the screen.

This corpus is unique because it is a revised corpus. By *revised* we mean that the LAW10n research team analyzed, revised and edited the 75 end-user licenses, translated from English into Spanish, that they located to ensure that they complied with all the legal, linguistic and communicative requirements to be considered adequate translations. Two other corpora of monolingual licenses in English and in Spanish were also used to build the tool. The result is a revised corpus where all linguistic levels (lexical, syntactic, style) have been taken into account in order to produce an idiomatic translation that is acceptable to the target reader. An example of revision at the linguistic level is, for instance, the use of capital letters in English legal docu-
Capital letters are used to emphasize and denote areas of special importance so that they do not get overlooked by the reader. Too often, in legal translations from English into Spanish, these areas are wrongly translated into Spanish using the same emphatic system, i.e., capital letters, but this is not idiomatic or correct in Spanish, where bold letters or underlining is the traditional mechanism used to emphasize words or sentences.

Finally, the corpus has also been revised and edited from the legal point of view, in order to ensure that all legal terms are correctly used and to determine whether a specific sentence or clause is fit to be used as a legal instrument in Spanish – because it complies with Spanish law – or whether it is fit to be used as a mere informative document that explains in Spanish the agreement that complies with the source country’s laws. In some cases, the sentence or clause could be used for both purposes, and then it is duly noted.

**Figure 2**
Example of results of searching *non-infringement* in the corpus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EN</th>
<th>ES</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WHERE ALLOWED BY YOUR LOCAL LAWS, ACME EXCLUDES IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.</td>
<td>En la medida en que así lo permita la legislación de su estado o país, ACME excluye las garantías implícitas de idoneidad para una finalidad general o particular y de no infracción de los derechos de propiedad intelectual, industrial u otros derechos registrados de terceros.</td>
<td>Indistinto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS WITH RESPECT TO THE ACME SOFTWARE AND SERVICES , EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES AND/OR CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY, OF SATISFACTORY QUALITY, OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OF ACCURACY, OF QUIET ENJOYMENT, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.</td>
<td>En relación con los servicios y el programa de ordenador de acme quedan excluidas todas las condiciones y garantías, expresas, implicitas o legales, incluidas, entre otras, las garantías y condiciones implícitas de comerciabilidad, adecuación para un fin particular y no infracción.</td>
<td>Traducción documento</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acme excludes all implied warranties, including those of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, and non-infringement. If your local law does not allow Acme’s exclusion of implied warranties, then any implied</td>
<td>Acme excluye todas las garantías implícitas y, en especial, la garantía implícita de comerciabilidad, de idoneidad para un fin particular y de ausencia de infracción de derechos. Si la legislación de su estado o país</td>
<td>Traducción documento</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3. Translation-oriented terminological records

The third tab FICHAS (Records) contains terminological records, i.e., all the information needed by translators to be able to correctly translate a specialized term in the field of EULAs. In cases in which the same term in English would need a different translation solution depending on whether the text is to be used for instrumental or documentary purposes, there is a separate record for each option. Such is the case for the terms strict liability, merchantability or non-infringement, for instance. In cases where the same solution serves for both options, only one record is provided. This is the case for the terms tort, statute, severability, remedy, consideration or representation, for instance.

Each record contains seven fields which together provide all the information needed by translators to be able to fully comprehend the original term in English in its context before choosing an equivalent term in Spanish, having clearly understood the legal implications of the term used. The seven fields included in each record (as shown in Figures 3 and 4) are:

a) Definición (Definition): Definition of the English term together with its source (i.e., “Black’s Law Dictionary”).

b) ES: Term or terms proposed to translate English term into Spanish. Next to ES there is either the word instrumento, to remind the user that these solutions are adequate if the purpose of the translated text is to be used as a legal instrument (as in Figure 3), or the word documento, when the solutions proposed in the record are adequate for a translated text for documentary or informative purposes, as in Figure 4.

c) Técnicas de traducción (Translation techniques): Next to each proposed solution in Spanish in Field b), on the right and in orange colour – orange indicates throughout the website that the word or sentence marked in this colour is a hyperlink that can be accessed by clicking on it – there is the acronym of the translation technique used for translating the term. For instance, “EF” stands for Equivalente funcional (Functional equivalent), and a whole list and explanation of the possible translation techniques used can be found by clicking on any given technique, marked in orange. For a thorough explanation of the different possible techniques considered and their definition, see Orozco-Jutorán 2014b.

d) Subcampo (Sub-domain): All records currently belong to the same sub-thematic field, that is, software licenses, but as this tool is a prototype, it is important that this feature appears in all records in order to be able to include other fields and sub-domains in the future.

e) Opciones no recomendadas (Solutions not recommended): This field is unique in that it is not contained in any dictionary or terminological database that we know of and is of particular importance to translators since there are many translation solutions that are bad solutions (as mistranslations). These bad solutions are however widespread on the Internet where we can find many examples of badly translated EULAs. It is important to bear in mind that a solution can only be considered a bad solution in relation to the domain under study (software licenses) and the approach defined in the specific record consulted, so that a bad solution listed in the record of a term used for instrumental purposes (such as mercantibilidad as a translation of merchantability for instrumental purposes) may be listed as an appropriate solution for the same term in the record used for documentary purposes.

f) Comentarios para la traducción (Translation comments): This field is also unique to the tool developed and is one of the features that saves translators most time and
effort. It includes all the relevant comments on the legal and linguistic contexts of terms in English and Spanish all in one place, thereby providing translators with the information they would usually have to consult in several places (monolingual specialized dictionaries, multilingual databases, law reference publications, comparative law treaties, etc.).

g) Contexto (Context): This field includes, on the left-hand side of the screen, one of the original contexts in which a term was found (all terms were found in a corpus of original EULAs in English) and, on the right-hand side of the screen, a revised translation of the sentence or paragraph in Spanish. The term the translator is consulting appears in bold type in both contexts, to enhance visibility. It should be noted that a comparison of the contexts appearing in Figures 3 and 4 shows that the contexts and the translations change, since they have been chosen to be representative of two different approaches to translation, instrumental or documentary. By clicking on either of the two contexts, English or Spanish, the translator can access the corpus tool and see other contexts where the same term can be found with its translation into Spanish.

**Figure 3**

Example of translation record of the term *non-infringement* for an instrumental approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>non-infringement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Traducción-instrumento</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Definición:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infringement, n. (1861) Intellectual property. An act that interferes with one of the exclusive rights of a patent, copyright, or trademark owner. Warranty of non-infringement: that the product can be used without infringing third party IP rights (Adapted from Black’s Law Dictionary).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ES Instrumento:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>garantía de no infracción de los derechos de propiedad intelectual, industrial u otros derechos registrados de terceros</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no vulneración de los derechos de propiedad intelectual e industrial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no violación de los derechos de propiedad intelectual e industrial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no violación de los derechos de terceros</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subcampo:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>licencias de programas de ordenador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opciones no recomendadas:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ausencia de incumplimiento</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incumplimiento</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incumplimiento de los derechos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ausencia de infracción</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ausencia de violación de derechos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>derechos no infringidos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ineptitud de infracción</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no incumplimiento</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no incumplimiento de los derechos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comentarios para la traducción:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

El objetivo de la garantía contractual de no infracción de los derechos de la propiedad intelectual e industrial es exonerar al licenciatario de toda responsabilidad con respecto a los derechos de la propiedad intelectual e industrial de terceros. En el derecho español, la legislación en materia de protección de derechos de autor (RD Legislativo 1/1996 de 12 de abril, art. 102, patentes (Ley 11/1986 de 20 de marzo, art. 62) y marcas (Ley 17/2001, de 7 de diciembre, art. 40) recoge las acciones que vulneran los derechos en ellas protegidos y utilizan de preferencia la terminología “infracción de los derechos” y “violación de los derechos”. La legislación no contempla como tal la garantía de no violación de los derechos de terceros. Al tratarse de un concepto que aparece en general sin contexto entre las diferentes obligaciones de las que se exonera el licenciante en los contratos en inglés, lo más apropiado es una traducción lo más explícita posible con respecto al objetivo perseguido por dicha ausencia de garantía. En una traducción-instrumento el concepto de non-infringement debe ser explícito de forma que todas las obligaciones asumidas por parte del licenciante queden claras. Las traducciones que recomendamos buscan transmitir el concepto jurídico subyacente. No recomendamos utilizar traducciones lenguísticas que obliguen al lector a buscar en un diccionario bilingüe el significado de dicha expresión. [Fuente: equipo LAW(1n)]

| **Contexto** |
| non infringement |
| garantía de no infracción de los derechos de propiedad intelectual, industrial u otros derechos registrados de terceros |
| ACME HEREBY SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS AND EXCLUDES ANY AND ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. |
| ACME ESPECÍFICAMENTE DENEJA Y EXCLuye TODA GARANTÍA IMPLÍCITA DE CONFORMIDAD DEL PRODUCTO PARA UN PROPÓSITO GENERAL O PARTICULAR Y DE NO INFRACCIÓN DE LOS DERECHOS DE PROPIEDAD INTELECTUAL, INDUSTRIAL U OTROS DERECHOS REGISTRADOS DE TERCEROS. |
As shown in Figure 3, each record has a heading showing whether the record is intended for instrumental or documentary purposes. In this case, Figure 3 displays the instrumental approach for the term *non-infringement*, while Figure 4 displays the record for the documentary translation of the same term.

In Figure 3 we can see how, besides the definition (Definición) and the sub-domain (Subcampo) of the term on the left-hand side of the screen, the special features of the term translated for instrumental purposes (ES instrumento) appear on the right-hand side.

First of all, four possible translation solutions for the term are proposed. The first is *garantía de no infracción de los derechos de propiedad intelectual, industrial u otros derechos registrados de terceros*, which is marked in orange as an “EC” (Equivalente contextual, i.e., contextual equivalent, since this translation solution can be used only in some contexts). Then, three other possible translation solutions are provided: (a) *no vulneración de los derechos de propiedad intelectual e industrial*; (b) *no violación de los derechos de propiedad intelectual e industrial*; and (c) *no violación de los derechos de terceros*, all marked as “TP” (Traducción perifrástica or descriptive translation). The mainly legal but also linguistic explanations that help translators choose between using one translation solution or another, depending on the particular communicative situation encountered, are found in the translation comments (Comentarios para la traducción) below.

Immediately below the translation solutions proposed are the solutions that are not recommended (Soluciones no recomendadas). These include nine solutions for the term *non-infringement* that were found in translations in search engines, dictionaries and corpus on the Internet and that are considered to be bad translation solutions or inappropriate solutions for the reasons explained in the translation comments of that same record. The solutions that are not recommended are *ausencia de incumplimiento; incumplimiento; incumplimiento de los derechos; ausencia de infracción; ausencia de violación de derechos; derechos no infringidos; inexistencia de infracción; no incumplimiento and no incumplimiento de los derechos*.

Below these terms, in the translation comments, is an explanation in layman’s language of the legal concept behind the term *non-infringement*: The source context or legal system and the target legal system are contrasted and the recommendations made for using the different translation solutions listed explained.

Finally, at the bottom left-hand side of the screen, an example is given of the way in which the term *non-infringement* is used in English, together with the corresponding translation proposed in Spanish. The translation solution used, which is one of the proposals made above in the same record, *garantía de no infracción de los derechos de propiedad intelectual, industrial u otros derechos registrados de terceros*, is highlighted in bold letters. When the translator clicks on any of the contexts, in English or in Spanish, direct access is given to the revised corpus for this term (see Figure 2).

As for the translation solutions proposed for the same term, *non-infringement*, Figure 4 shows the translation-oriented record proposed for a documentary approach to translation of this term.

Figure 4 shows that some of the contents of this record are the same as in the instrumental-oriented record displayed in Figure 3; for instance, the definition of the term and the sub-domain. However, the translation solutions proposed and the com-
ments on the solutions are different. Thus, the contextual equivalent offered as a translation solution in Figure 3, garantía de no infracción de los derechos de propiedad intelectual, industrial u otros derechos registrados de terceros, is not deemed a good solution here, since it refers to a reality existing in the Spanish legal system that would not make any sense in a documentary translation, whilst, in this case, the three descriptive translations that appear in Figure 3 are considered good solutions and are thus included. A fourth translation solution, garantía de no infracción is added and marked again as a TP (descriptive translation). The comments on the solutions given are completely different from the ones displayed in the instrumental-oriented record, for obvious reasons.

Finally, the context included for the documentary-oriented record in Figure 4 is also different from the one displayed in the instrumental-oriented record. The documentary-oriented term in the revised corpus is the first proposed translation solution, garantía de no infracción. This is a noun phrase, that involves merging the noun (garantía) with the subject of the main sentence and merging the phrase (de no infracción) with the other phrases included in the paragraph, resulting in a sentence which is perfectly natural and idiomatic in Spanish, “...incluidas entre otras las
garantías implícitas de comerciabilidad e idoneidad para una finalidad particular, de calidad satisfactoria y de no infracción."

4. Conclusion

A prototype tool has been created to complement the translation model for end-user license agreements proposed by members of the LAW10n research project. This translation model was designed to ensure, on the one hand, that target texts fulfilled the legal requirements of the target country whilst, on the other, remaining faithful to the spirit and legal effects of the source text. The prototype tool developed cannot only improve the quality of translation of EULAs by making the terminology search more efficient, but it also represents a new approach to the development of resources that respond more closely to the current needs of specialized translators.

We believe that specialized translators would welcome the creation of more tools that replicate some of the features of the prototype tool presented in this paper, namely, the translation-oriented terminological records, the revised corpus and contextual information.

The introduction of translation-oriented entries in existing tools and dictionaries would already be very good news for translators in any domain, since much time and effort is currently spent on consulting bilingual dictionaries, comparing the results found in monolingual dictionaries, checking which type of equivalents are proposed as translation solutions (for instance which translation technique has been used to propose an equivalent), and verifying that the concept behind the term chosen in the target language is the one they are indeed looking for.

We find the inclusion of comments on the acceptability of terminological options in different translation scenarios particularly useful, since this can help translators make informed decisions when choosing between different translation solutions. In the case of legal translation, the benefits of the proposed entries go far beyond this, since they present the translator with an exercise in comparative law, which sometimes proves to be very difficult and time consuming to carry out.

The revised corpus may also be most useful in the search for good quality, idiomatic translations in any domain, because it would wean translators off many of the existing corpora online, which unfortunately contain documents of all kinds and sources that often include error-ridden translation texts.

To sum up, the prototype tool presented aims at helping the specialized translator to save time and effort and to make better informed decisions regarding solutions to translation problems, which is the basis for good quality translation. We believe that our prototype can be easily adapted to any specialized domain simply by using the features that are most appropriate for the specific domain and language combination in hand. In the case of scientific translation, for example, a tool including the translation-oriented records, the revised corpus, the FAQs tab, and perhaps substituting the Rules tab with a tab containing contextual or factual information about the sub-domain being translated, would prove to be very useful, and it could be done in any given language combination.

In case the professional community of translators finds the tool useful, it would be very interesting to carry out an evaluation concerning the use of the tool and its weaknesses and strengths, which may then lead to further development of the prototype.
With this prototype tool we hope to contribute to the development of new applications that take advantage of the technological advances we have access to today to help the specialized translator. We strongly believe that if translators have access to good quality information that allows them to make informed decisions, this will have a positive impact on the quality of their translations. In other words, we hope to contribute added value to the human dimension of quality management in translation.

NOTES
1. For instance Tarp (2014) provides an in-depth review of the literature on the subject.
12. Our translation from Spanish: “poco se ha hecho para adaptarlos a las necesidades de los usuarios en cada tipo de situación.”
15. For instance Bowker and Mewey 1993; Cabré 2003; Sager 1990 and 2002; Faber et al. 2006; Sandrini 1999.
17. For instance, a special number of the international translation journal MONTI (number 6) was devoted to this subject in 2014, and other publications include Bowker 2006; Durán Muñoz 2010; Fuertes-Olivera 2010; Fuertes-Olivera and Bergenholtz 2011; Fuertes-Olivera and Nielsen 2012; Heid et al 2012; Humble 2010; Nielsen 2013; Pastor and Alcina 2010; Prinsloo et al 2012; San Vicente 2006; Sin-Wai 2004; Tarp 2008; Zucchini 2011.
19. The design and development of the tool has been carried out by the interdisciplinary research team LAW10n, integrated by the author and eight other researchers from five universities and lead by Dr. Olga Torres-Hostench. The research project has been funded by the Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation (Official reference FILO: FI2010-22019).
21. The list of the licenses used can be seen in <http://lawcalisation.com/contenidos-y-fuentes>.
22. For a thorough analysis of the unique features of the translation-oriented records, see Prieto and Orozco-Jutorán 2015.
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